McLarty described the addition of a courtyard and a secret garden as a special treat for the students who attended Harding. He said the addition was a result of the university's strategic plan and represented an opportunity to honor family and friends who attended the university.

According to the Head of the Parent, Student, and Alumni Relations, the addition of the courtyard and garden provided an opportunity to create a space that would be a reflection of the university's history and culture.

**Issue 3: Gun Control**

Issue 3 is related to gun control. The Head of the Parent, Student, and Alumni Relations, Jennifer Wright, outlined the reasoning behind the university's decision to add the courtyard and garden. She said the addition was a part of the university's strategic plan and represented an opportunity to honor family and friends who attended the university.

According to the Head of the Parent, Student, and Alumni Relations, the addition of the courtyard and garden provided an opportunity to create a space that would be a reflection of the university's history and culture.
Long to retire after 40 years of service

Provo's Larry Long to retire at the end of this 2015-16 academic year. Long served in many capacities during his time at Harding and was pivotal in the implementation of the physical therapy programs.

According to a NPR interview by Audra Cornish, Jim Roberts, a member of the research team that discovered elements 113 and 117, the experiments lasted about six months, and the scientists were able to view the atoms for the length of the experiments—several minutes to about 20 to 40 milliseconds.

"The new elements are synthetic, very unstable and radioactive," Cornish said.

Dr. Brett Whitacre, associate professor of chemistry, said that efforts to synthesize the so-called "superheavy" elements (elements 113-117) began in the 1990s, according to Cornish. According to Whitacre, there has been a team between research groups in Russia, the U.S., and Japan, to produce superheavy elements by bombarding other very heavy elements with beams of lighter particles.

"If the combination of mass and energy is just right, the superheavy elements produce a few atoms at a time, and they can ride up or in a few milliseconds before decaying into isotopes of more stable elements," Hollandsworth said.

Hollandsworth said that, while the discovery of these superheavy elements has fostered some interesting in high-energy physics, it is largely a political process focused on securing funding. Hollandsworth added that the particle accelerators used by research teams will likely be used by other research teams in the future.

"The race of the superheavy elements is not just about being the first; it's about being the only ones who can be successful enough to be useful to humans.

"The organization already has numbers there that they were expecting to find something, so it's possible that they just got really lucky and jumped to the gun with their research,
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Provo's Larry Long will retire at the end of this 2015-16 academic year. Long served in many capacities during his time at Harding and was pivotal in the implementation of the physical therapy programs.

Periodic table completed after discovery of new elements

With Zach Hayti

According to The Wash­
ington Post, the element was officially named "Holl­
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According to Cornish, there is something to be learned by high-energy particle collision, and physicians are able to make better predictions about what will happen to patients based on the experiments based on all of these recent experiments.

Cornish said that, while the application of this research could be important in the future, it is an important step in the scientific understanding of the atomic world.

"Chemistry is the key, it's the key," Cornish said.
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The seventh row of the periodic table was completed after the discovery and verification of elements 113, 115, 117 and 118 by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC), according to a Dec. 30, 2015, IUPAC press release, the four elements have working titles and abbreviations of Un­
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Salvation, which I had longed for all my life, was in the hands of the Emperor himself. The dark lord, his power at its peak, had imprisoned her—his daughter, the young girl who had always been his pride and joy. But I knew... something was different this time. Something had changed in her, and it was not for the better.

As I stood before the Emperor, my heart pounding in my chest, I knew that I had to act. I couldn't let this happen. I couldn't let her suffer any more. And so, with a resolve that only a true daughter could possess, I stepped forward.

"I am Leia, the girl they've come to save. But I will not be taken down so easily. I will fight for my freedom, for my life, and for my story."

And with those words, I made my move. I attacked the Emperor, using all the strength and courage that I had within me. I knew that it might not be enough, but I couldn't let her be taken.

"I am the Force. I am the strength behind every movement. And I will not let you keep her captive any longer."

With those words, I released the power of the Force, and in an instant, the Emperor was defeated. His power shattered, his grip on the galaxy weakened. And with that, the true story of Leia, the girl my family had fought to save, was revealed to the world.

"I am Leia, the girl they've come to save. But I am also the daughter of a great empire. I am the force of hope and freedom, and I will not let it be taken from me."

And with those words, I knew that my fight was only just beginning. But I was ready. I was ready to face whatever came my way, and I was ready to protect her—my sister, my friend, my family—whenever she needed me.
Tuesday, February 22, 2016

The man behind the ‘Reventant’

You have spent any time in the dining room, you have noticed that the Winston Churchill Room, recently renamed the Reventant room, isarguably the most beautiful room in Harding. At the time of its creation, the Reventant room was designed to be a space for reflection and contemplation. The room is named in honor of the late Dr. George Reventant, who was a prominent figure in the Harding University community. The room is decorated with art and furniture that reflect the values of Dr. Reventant and the traditions of the university.

At the Bison, it is our goal to serve the Harding University student body with integrity, truth and open ears. However, we often find ourselves struggling to keep our eyes and ears open to what our community has to say and hope that, in return, that community may find itself motivated to contribute positively. It is a two-way street between the editor-in-chief, at zhailey@harding.edu.

Hello darkness my old friend...

Just the Class

The making of a canine criminal

Michael Clarkston

The start to 2016 couldn’t have been more dramatic at my brother’s house in New York. Our New Year’s Eve, he and his sister in law went to a show to celebrate the new year. The next day, he went back to work, as he did every day. While he was at work, my niece took over the family’s Australian Shepherd, Rambler. She had been looking after Rambler since she was a puppy, and she was very attached to him. Days without his medicine. She did not, however, take her multivitamins from PetSmart. But after she had eaten his Flintstones Chewables, she realized that she had eaten something she should not have.

My brother’s family has a history of dog training, and they are very skilled in the art. My niece had been training Rambler for many years, and she was very confident in her abilities. She had even trained him to do tricks, and he was very intelligent. Days without his medicine. She did not, however, take her multivitamins from PetSmart. But after she had eaten his Flintstones Chewables, she realized that she had eaten something she should not have.
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Bison start strong in GAC play

Harding jumps out to early conference lead, Morgan wins 400th game

By David Salley

Baseball reloads, aims for title in 2016

With eight starters back, deep pitching staff, Bisons ready for GAC's best

Senior pitcher Andrew Fiddler throws a pitch during the Bisons' 5-4 win over Missouri Western State University on Feb. 7, 2015. Fiddler is one of three returning players and is a GAC All-Conference performer in 2015.
What's your dream car?

A cool truck. Range Rover.

Nutella? I'm a Nutella big time. Definitely Nutella.

Peanut butter or Nutella?

Nutella big time. Definitely Nutella.
Harding CIO earns award after survey

By Lexi Bybee

Student Writer

The I.T. department recently received a national award for their work in helping students during the last week of winter break. Students also traveled to Washington, D.C., and to New York City.

“Had I even thought that anything like this (award) was out there, I would’ve considered it,” said Keith Cronk. “They take the results from the survey to determine who they give the award to, which is why the Harding IS&T department was the one that provided the information.”

Mike Byers, the assistant vice president of information systems and technology, worked closely with Keith Cronk on the Business Vision survey.

“Keith Cronk received the award in 1999 and has been Harding’s CIO for years,” he said.

Not only has Keith Cronk and the IS&T department helped to improve Harding Student Success and has its resources, but also helps them to connect with resources on campus by bringing more access.

A “job is not hard...”

Keith Cronk, chief information officer (CIO) and vice president of information systems and technology (IS&T) was named among the top 20 in November in America by IS&T. He was chosen after the Business Vision survey was conducted through the IS&T department.

AMANDA ROYD | The Bison

Director appointed for student services

By Phoebe Cunningham

Staff Writer

Jill Byers was appointed as the new director of student success services, a new position in the Center for Student Success. Byers works closely with minority students to connect them with resources necessary to their academic and social success.

A native of nearby city Augusta, Byers knows campus well, as she came to campus in 2005 as an admissions counselor. She later became the assistant director in the Center for Student Success.

As a first generation college graduate, her personal story is part of the trip was going to Mood, a fashion merchandising major, said.

“The communication, business theatre and fashion departments collaborated to plan this day trip for the 101 students that attended. Boaz said that traveling with such a large group of students posed a challenge when planning the trip.

“I didn’t have them on purpose because I didn’t know how complicated it was going to be to get from point B to point A,” Boaz said.

While in New York City, the trip was structured around meaningful learning experiences and time to explore the city.

“Once we got there, we walked along 5th Avenue and looked at all the Christmas windows because we had been taking classes on visual display, so that was next,” junior Kendra Mitchell, a fashion merchandising major, said.

“We met with different designers as well as our own group and then did the big town with the whole trip.”

The students visited NBC Studios, Radio City Music Hall and the 9/11 Memorial. Mitchell said her favorite part of the trip was going to Mood, a designer firm that featured on the TV show Project Runway. “I also said she enjoyed visiting Mood and had an extra suitcase to fit in the new clothes she bought.”

Mitchell was one of 10 students who made up the fashion group. Freshman Colin French, a fashion merchandising major, said the trip renewed his love for New York City.

“I would love to live there,” French said.

“We had to be in the city every moment with few spaces, I don’t care that’s where I want to be.”

The students also traveled to Washington, D.C., where they toured the White House and visited with officials from the U.S. Department of State.

Fashion students travel to New York City and Washington, D.C.

By Erin Hanson

Student Writer

A collaboration defined largely off campus, on-campus businesses were tossed casually on sidewalks and hundreds of people who would otherwise express less enthusiasm were on New Year’s Day.

For over the last week of December, students used a fashion merchandising department took advantage of students those interested in an educational trip to New York City. The trip was the brainchild of D.C. Rebecca Bou, associate professor of fashion design and technology, the trip with Dr. Jim Miller, chair of the communications department, and public relations professor Mike Chalenburg.

“The first time I went to New York was right after I graduated from high school with a government internship,” Bou said. “It was 18 and loved it, and this is the first time that we’ve done it since.”

The communications, business theatre and fashion departments collaborated to plan the nine-day trip for the 101 students that attended. Boaz said that traveling with such a large group of students posed a challenge when planning the trip.

“I didn’t have them on purpose because I didn’t know how complicated it was going to be to get from point B to point A,” Boaz said.

While in New York City, the trip was structured around meaningful learning experiences and time to explore the city.

“One day we walked along 5th Avenue and looked at all the Christmas windows because we had been taking classes on visual display, so that was next,” junior Kendra Mitchell, a fashion merchandising major, said.

“We met with different designers as well as our own group and then did the big town with the whole trip.”

The students visited NBC Studios, Radio City Music Hall and the 9/11 Memorial. Mitchell said her favorite part of the trip was Mood, a designer firm that featured on the TV show Project Runway. “I also said she enjoyed visiting Mood and had an extra suitcase to fit in the new clothes she bought.”

Mitchell was one of 10 students who made up the fashion group. Freshman Colin French, a fashion merchandising major, said the trip renewed his love for New York City.

“I would love to live there,” French said.

“We had to be in the city every moment with few spaces, I don’t care that’s where I want to be.”

The students also traveled to Washington, D.C., where they toured the White House and visited with officials from the U.S. Department of State.

“I had no idea that anything like this (award) was out there, I would’ve considered it,” said Keith Cronk. “They take the results from the survey to determine who they give the award to, which is why the Harding IS&T department was the one that provided the information.”

Mike Byers, the assistant vice president of information systems and technology, worked closely with Keith Cronk on the Business Vision survey.

“Keith Cronk received the award in 1999 and has been Harding’s CIO for years,” he said.

Not only has Keith Cronk and the IS&T department helped to improve Harding Student Success and has its resources, but also helps them to connect with resources on campus by bringing more access.
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Jill Byers was appointed as the new director of student success services, a new position in the Center for Student Success. Byers works closely with minority students to connect them with resources necessary to their academic and social success.

A native of nearby city Augusta, Byers knows campus well, as she came to campus in 2005 as an admissions counselor. She later became the assistant director in the Center for Student Success.

As a first generation college graduate, her personal story is part of the trip was going to Mood, a fashion merchandising major, said.

“The communication, business theatre and fashion departments collaborated to plan this day trip for the 101 students that attended. Boaz said that traveling with such a large group of students posed a challenge when planning the trip.

“I didn’t have them on purpose because I didn’t know how complicated it was going to be to get from point B to point A,” Boaz said.

While in New York City, the trip was structured around meaningful learning experiences and time to explore the city.

“One day we walked along 5th Avenue and looked at all the Christmas windows because we had been taking classes on visual display, so that was next,” junior Kendra Mitchell, a fashion merchandising major, said.

“We met with different designers as well as our own group and then did the big town with the whole trip.”

The students visited NBC Studios, Radio City Music Hall and the 9/11 Memorial. Mitchell said her favorite part of the trip was Mood, a designer firm that featured on the TV show Project Runway. “I also said she enjoyed visiting Mood and had an extra suitcase to fit in the new clothes she bought.”

Mitchell was one of 10 students who made up the fashion group. Freshman Colin French, a fashion merchandising major, said the trip renewed his love for New York City.
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Morris, a friend of Tchen’s, one kind of like freak out for a second,” Monday at 7 p.m. CDT. of the hundreds of women that applied. According to alumna Kinzie her face (on TV),” Erin Davis said.

“Everyone should get to meet someone actually did may seem far beyond our reach, signing her up and then one day, everyone to know how great she is and that she’s not just another girl,” Amy Davis said.

Monica Prince, a fourth year student was chosen to be one and alumna, Emily Davis. After her graduation, Emily Davis and Tchen both accepted jobs in Little Rock, Arkansas, and became roommates. Prince said she is able to spend lots of time with Tchen because she brings her around the family so often.

“Tchen is the ‘go-to’ girl in our year,” junior Amy Davis, said that Tchen is the ‘go-to’ girl in our year. "She was the best big they ever had," Amy Davis said. "It was an easy way to incorporate daily exercise into your routines."

"This is not just another group of people. Notice with yourself. Don’t let your fear, anxiety, or confusion lead you down the path of low confidence. “Mad Max Fury Road”

"Mad Max Fury Road” the fourth movie of the “Mad Max” franchise, “Mad Max Fury Road,” returns to the life of Max Rockatansky, an anti-hero and post-apocalyptic warrior. This film follows a future war-torn wasteland, where Furiosa and her crew must escape the控制 of the leader called "The Warboy.

"Boots" 5-year-old Jack has even received a fan following in the family so often. Keep up with Harding’s very graduate was chosen to be one and alumna, Emily Davis. After biggest reason for watching this season is staying healthy. 

"Amazing alumna Rachel Tchen is changing the world," one student asked. "No one would have known to do this, but she brought positive, life-changing experiences, sometimes it is just small practical. We make a difference."

"The Bachelor" airs on ABC every Mon. from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. Pharmacy students will also provide tips for a healthy lifestyle, like cutting down on soft drinks. This has been known as one of the healthiest drinks you can make, reduce your risk of heart disease and improve your overall health. Autrey said that doing something as small as giving up soda or other sugary drinks can help improve your health. According to statisticbrain, is leading the project. Prince said everyone is offering free blood pressure checks, blood sugar checks, vision exams, exercise suggestions, and nutrition advice. The college offers numerous health screenings as well.

When was the last time you went to see your primary care physician? It’s time to make an appointment! If you’re looking for a new doctor, you can find one by searching the Yellow Pages. The college’s health screenings will also provide tips for a healthy lifestyle. Autrey said that doing something as small as giving up soda or other sugary drinks can help improve your health. According to statisticbrain, is leading the project. Prince said everyone is offering free blood pressure checks, blood sugar checks, vision exams, exercise suggestions, and nutrition advice. The college offers numerous health screenings as well.

"One of the best ways to keep an active lifestyle is to incorporate daily exercise into your routines."

"That fun experience is the perfect fit for my second year at Harding,” said Emily Davis.

"The college," Morris said. "We get to profit from not only the incredible market city itself, but also the banks’ ignorance of the situation.

"The Remnant” of the hundreds of women that applied. According to alumna Kinzie her face (on TV),” Erin Davis said.

"The Revenant” is a fur trading expedition with a hunting team. Under the watchful eye of his brother, Chris Davis, Morris has proven himself in the wilderness. When Glass wins, he reaches through the uncharted lands to find his way back. After the very trials and tribulations of this film, he is back in the whirl. This is an amazing movie, you will hold free health screenings at 1100 Avenue and Jimmy Carroll Drive.

"Brooklynn” in the 1950s, Irish-Italian Ellis Quigley decides to leave her homeland and move to New York. After completing a new novel through a new college writing program, Quigley finds herself in New York, a new city to explore. In the hopes of finding a new job, young woman pops into a job fair, though, when she realizes it’s not the job she dreamed of, she must choose which role for herself.

"Bridgel of Spies” When a Soviet citizen is spied at the height of the Cold War, an American lawyer is put in charge of the defense of the accused, a law student (played by Rachel Tchen) is given the job to help capture the attorney. The attorney must find a way to outwit the Cold War agents, as well as a time gap between the real world and the surreal.

"Romeo” 5-year-old Jack has even received a fan following in the family so often. Keep up with Harding’s very graduate was chosen to be one and alumna, Emily Davis. After biggest reason for watching this season is staying healthy. This has been known as one of the healthiest drinks you can make, reduce your risk of heart disease and improve your overall health. Autrey said that doing something as small as giving up soda or other sugary drinks can help improve your health. According to statisticbrain, is leading the project. Prince said everyone is offering free blood pressure checks, blood sugar checks, vision exams, exercise suggestions, and nutrition advice. The college offers numerous health screenings as well.

"Amazing alumna Rachel Tchen is changing the world,“ one student asked. "No one would have known to do this, but she brought positive, life-changing experiences, sometimes it is just small practical. We make a difference."

"The Bachelor" airs on ABC every Mon. from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. Pharmacy students will also provide tips for a healthy lifestyle, like cutting down on soft drinks. This has been known as one of the healthiest drinks you can make, reduce your risk of heart disease and improve your overall health. Autrey said that doing something as small as giving up soda or other sugary drinks can help improve your health. According to statisticbrain, is leading the project. Prince said everyone is offering free blood pressure checks, blood sugar checks, vision exams, exercise suggestions, and nutrition advice. The college offers numerous health screenings as well.